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Marimekko: 100 Postcards
A collection of 100 postcards, each featuring a different and iconic Penguin book jacket. From classics to crime, here are over seventy years of quintessentially British design in one box. In 1935 Allen Lane
stood on a platform at Exeter railway station, looking for a good book for the journey to London. His disappointment at the poor range of paperbacks on offer led him to found Penguin Books. The quality
paperback had arrived. Declaring that 'good design is no more expensive than bad', Lane was adamant that his Penguin paperbacks should cost no more than a packet of cigarettes, but that they should always
look distinctive. Ever since then, from their original - now world-famous - look featuring three bold horizontal stripes, through many different stylish, inventive and iconic cover designs, Penguin's paperback
jackets have been a constantly evolving part of Britain's culture. And whether they're for classics, crime, reference or prize-winning novels, they still follow Allen Lane's original design mantra. Sometimes, you
definitely should judge a book by its cover.
This elegant hardcover ledger contains four notepads adorned with Marimekko's beloved designs, plus a coordinating pencil that slips through attached elastic loops.
The best-selling Postcard Book of Mushrooms is now available in an English edition!! The Postcard Book of Mushrooms, published by PIE International in 2013, with its beautiful botanical illustrations of
mushrooms and fungi drawn by European and Japanese naturalists in 18th to 19th century, attracted not only mushroom lovers but also general art fans. These drawings are useful as a research reference but can
also be appreciated as fantastic artworks. This new edition features a new cover image and contents in English, making it more familiar and attractive for mushroom and art fans overseas.
Earth and Space
Bibliophilia
Marimekko: In Patterns
This Is My Bookstore
Flower Fairies One Hundred Postcards
The Bibliophile

One hundred beautiful postcards in a collectible box representing seventy years of outstanding Puffin design! For over seventy years,
Puffin UK has been designing memorable covers for children's books. Now available in the US for the first time, Postcards from Puffin is a
collection of one hundred postcards of the best covers in Puffin's history. Each card is printed on thick, high-quality cardstock and
features a different and iconic Puffin book cover. Packaged in a lovely box designed to look like a book, with a ribbon, this is a deluxe gift
for any book lover or design enthusiast. From picture books to paperbacks, and teen fiction to Puffin Classics, this is a selection sure to
appeal to children and adults alike. No matter what your age or what you're into, there's a Puffin for everyone!
Includes 100 famous scenes from the Hundred Acre Wood. This title features stories about Pooh and his forest friends.
It's time to diversify your reading list. This richly illustrated and vastly inclusive collection uplifts the works of authors who are often
underrepresented in the literary world. Using their keen knowledge and deep love for all things literary, coauthors Jamise Harper (founder
of the Diverse Spines book community) and Jane Mount (author of Bibliophile) collaborated to create an essential volume filled with
treasures for every reader: • Dozens of themed illustrated book stacks—like Classics, Contemporary Fiction, Mysteries, Cookbooks, and
more—all with an emphasis on authors of color and own voices • A look inside beloved bookstores owned by Black, Indigenous, and People
of Color • Reading recommendations from leading BIPOC literary influencers Diversify your reading list to expand your world and shift
your perspective. Kickstart your next literary adventure now! EASY TO GIFT: This portable guide is packed with more than 150 colorful
illustrations is a perfect gift for any booklover. The textured paper cover, gold foil, and ribbon marker make this book a special gift or selfpurchase. DISCOVER UNSUNG LITERARY HEROES: The authors dive deep into a wide variety of genres, such as Contemporary Fiction,
Classics, Young Adult, Sci-Fi, and more to bring the works of authors of color to the fore. ENDLESS READING INSPIRATION: Themed book
stacks and reading suggestions from luminaries of the literary world provide curated book recommendations. Your to-read list will thank
you. Perfect for: bookish people; literary lovers; book club members; Mother's Day shoppers; stocking stuffers; followers of
#DiverseSpines; Jane Mount and Ideal Bookshelf fans; Reese's Book Club and Oprah's Book Club followers; people who use
Goodreads.com; readers wanting to expand/decolonize their book collections; people interested in uplifting BIPOC voices; antiracist
activists and educators; grads and students; librarians and library patrons wanting to expand/decolonize their book collections; people
interested in uplifting BIPOC voices; antiracist activists and educators; grads and students; librarians and library patrons
Chinese Silks
Mad About the House: 101 Interior Design Answers
Postcards from Vogue
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Dog Box: 100 Postcards by 10 Artists
100 Postcards of Beautiful Shops Around the World
Spirited Away: 30 Postcards
A practical how-to guide from the author of Mad About the House, the bestselling book and UK’s number 1 interiors blog. This dictionary of interior design answers all those
questions you were afraid to ask. The book begins with the most important questions of all: Who? What? When? Where? Why? and How? The aim is to answer these before you
start any decorating scheme and you will avoid the most common mistakes, save money and, most importantly, create a home that works for you and the people who live there.
This is a super-practical guide that allows you to dip in and out so you can solve all your decorating dilemmas. In addition to the no-nonsense practical answers, there are
checklists and step-by-step guides to key decorating challenges – everything from How to Hang Wallpaper, to Arranging a Gallery Wall, How to Choose a Mattress and What
Makes the Best Work Surface.
From Ratatouille through Brave, The Art of Pixar: Volume II features gorgeous and illuminating concept art and iconic final frames from the 6 Pixar feature films and 18 short
films released from 2007 on.
Published on the 70th anniversary of the Marimekko brand, this book surveys the classic design collaborations, patterns, and vibrant textiles from the much-loved Finnish
lifestyle design house
Botanicals
Street Couture
Postcards from Penguin
100 Collectible Postcards
Women in Science
Cat Box: 100 Postcards by 10 Artists
Record your innermost thoughts in this stunning Giving Journal from Bushel & Peck, where for every journal we sell, we donate a children's
book to kids in need! Lined, cream-colored pages provide ample space for writing or taking notes. And at 5.5 x 8.5 in size, this smooth,
beautifully designed hardcover notebook is perfect for tucking into a drawer or purse. So get writing, and we'll pay it forward!
Colouring in has been shown to be beneficial for all - namely for its de-stressing power. It slows down breathing, promotes a relaxed state,
and also counters feelings of anxiety. Colour in Peace Postcards is a collection of 20 detachable postcards, with messages of peace, to
colour in and send to your friends - or to keep and pin on your wall. Using popular images taken from the book Colour in Peace: A Reflective
Journey illustrated by James Newman Grey, Lion Books.
The mid-century modern architecture of Palm Springs, California, is presented in 30 bright, colorful postcards. In Palm Springs, the desert
environment and the presence of Hollywood stars inspired architects to new creative heights and created, perhaps, the locale with the highest
concentration of such structures in the United States. The postcards include views of individual mid-century modern homes, detailed closeups, city shots, and photos of such landmarks as the Palm Springs City Hall, Swiss Miss House, Elvis' Honeymoon House, Neutra's Kaufmann
House, and the Palm Springs Aerial Tramway Valley Station. The iconic features of mid-century modern structures found in these postcards
include carports, stone and perforated walls, chalet entrances, wide driveways, and walls of glass,. The 30 postcards are perforated for easy
removal, or can remain bound together as a memento of this beautiful place. Whichever you choose, enjoy the enduring beauty of mid-century
modernism today!
Color Theory Notecards
Eric Carle: 100 Postcards
Marimekko Mini Journal Set
Box Of 100
Modern Quilts Postcards
African-American fashion designer Willi Smith, pioneer of streetwear and visionary collaborator, finally gets his due in an exuberant celebration of his life and work. Before Off-White,
before Hood By Air, before Supreme, there was WilliWear. Willi Smith created inclusive and liberating fashion: "I don't design clothes for the queen, but the people who wave at her as she
goes by," he said. A rising star from the time he left Parsons, Smith went on to found WilliWear with Laurie Mallet in 1976 and became one of the most successful designers of his era by his
untimely death in 1987. Smith broke boundaries with his streetwear, or "street couture," and trailblazed the collaborations between artists, performers, and designers commonplace today
in projects with SITE Architects, Nam June Paik, Christo and Jeanne-Claude, Spike Lee, Dan Friedman, Bill T. Jones, and Arnie Zane. Essays by leading figures from the worlds of fashion, art,
architecture, and cultural studies paired with never before-seen images and ephemera make Willi Smith essential reading for the history of streetwear culture and the evolution of fashion
from the 1970s to today.
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Sure to be a family favorite, this fun and easy game will help children develop memory, concentration, and matching skills. Plus each card also features a caption that teaches young
players the names of 36 amazing animals!
"Chinese Edition Edited by Huang Nengfu and Zhao Feng."
True Tales and Lost Moments from Book Buyers, Booksellers, and Book Lovers
100 Literary Postcards
Pantone 50 Postcards
Bibliophile: Diverse Spines
Postcards from Puffin
Flower Box
Internationally beloved Finnish design brand Marimekko's iconic patterns grace home décor, apparel, and accessories, and have informed and influenced
tastemakers worldwide for over half a century. Richly illustrated with photographs and prints both classic and new, this vibrant volume (launching along
with covetable notebooks and postcards) offers a behind-the-scenes tour of the brand's creative process. A colorful legacy is revealed, along with the
innovative creators—from 1950s pioneers to twenty-first-century masters—who have shaped the company's heritage and continue to make visual magic today.
Rare sketchbook pages, in-depth looks at particular eras, and page after page of gorgeous designs make this a book sure to enchant anyone interested in
fashion, art, or the patterned and color-drenched world of Marimekko.
This enchanting collection of one hundred postcards features a selection of Cicely Mary Barker's most exquisite Flower Fairy paintings. From the
ethereal seasonal fairies, through to the playful fairy alphabet, this magical box celebrates Cicely Mary Barker's incredible talent and the enduring
appeal of the beautiful fairies she created. Postcards include fairies from all 8 Flower Fairies books: Flower Fairies of the Spring, Flower Fairies of
the Summer, Flower Fairies of the Autumn, Flower Fairies of the Winter, A Flower Fairy Alphabet, Flower Fairies of the Trees, Flower Fairies of the
Garden and Flower Fairies of the Wayside
A New York Times Bestseller From the beloved New Yorker cartoonist comes a collection of paintings and stories from some of the world’s most cherished
bookstores. This collection of 75 evocative paintings and colorful anecdotes invites you into the heart and soul of every community: the local bookshop,
each with its own quirks, charms, and legendary stories. The book features an incredible roster of great bookstores from across the globe and stories
from writers, thinkers and artists of our time, including David Bowie, Tom Wolfe, Jonathan Lethem, Roz Chast, Deepak Chopra, Bob Odenkirk, Philip Glass,
Jonathan Ames, Terry Gross, Mark Maron, Neil Gaiman, Ann Patchett, Chris Ware, Molly Crabapple, Amitav Ghosh, Alice Munro, Dave Eggers, and many more.
Page by page, Eckstein perfectly captures our lifelong love affair with books, bookstores, and book-sellers that is at once heartfelt, bittersweet, and
cheerfully confessional.
One Hundred Puffin Covers in One Box
50 Ways to Ignite Bright Ideas (Inspirational Gift, Holiday Stocking Stuffer)
One Hundred Book Covers in One Box
20 Different Notecards & Envelopes
30 Postcards from the Hamilton Collection
100 Postcards from the Archives of the New York Botanical Garden
A delightful collection of 100 postcards featuring the beautiful and iconic artwork of Eric Carle, creator of The Very Hungry Caterpillar. Showcasing brand new artwork, alongside classic images, this exquisite
box is a celebration of Carle's extraordinary children's book illustration talent. Send the gorgeous postcards to family and friends, or cherish the collection yourself.
100 postcards featuring iconic images by some of the greatest Magnum photographers
Creativity in a box: accessible prompts in a pick-me-up package that are applicable to any type of creative pursuit, be it visual art, music, writing, or any other practice that requires idea-generation. It's the gift
of inspiration, with effective strategies to spark creativity and get unstuck. Includes 50 faux matchsticks with printed prompts. Fans of Spark Adventure, Spark Happiness, or The Creativity Project will love this
gift. This gift is ideal for: • Artists and Musicians • Writers • Creative Business People
100 Iconic Covers
Mid-Century Modern Postcard Book
The Art of Printmaking
Willi Smith
100 Postcards by 10 Artists
100 Postcards Featuring Photographs from the Archives of Nasa
This elegant, 100-postcard box features beautiful illustrations of roses, the flower world's most iconic bloom. These vividly coloured postcards are perfect for greeting cards, thank you
notes, or wall decor, while the box, also printed with magnificent full-colour art, can be used as a keepsake when empty.
From the talented quilters of the Modern Quilt Guild comes this set of thirty postcards, featuring beautiful images from the best-selling book Modern Quilts: Designs of the New Century.
Each postcard showcases a quilt by a different artist, including Maritza Soto, Shannon Page, Kari Anderson, and many others. Send the cards to friends and family or keep them for
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yourself! The set makes a wonderful gift for anyone, but especially for quilters and art lovers.
A collection of 100 postcards, each featuring a striking cover from American Vogue. From early aspirational illustrations to modern celebrity photography, this is a stunning selection of
Vogue's most dazzling images. Since its launch in 1892, Vogue has brought sophistication to its readers around the world. Early illustrations from artists including George Wolfe Plank,
Olive Tilton, Pierre Brissaud, and Eduardo Garcia Benito saw ethereal figures of fantasy develop into red-lipped flappers, and as colour photographs began to appear, the women
transformed again: from Surrealist images by Horst P. Horst to 'women in the life of the moment', captured by Irving Penn. From the fifties onwards, Vogue women became more
accessible still, as models and stars like Elizabeth Taylor, Goldie Hawn, Cindy Crawford, and Cher, with their own distinct personalities, appeared through the lenses of Richard Avedon
and Snowdon. Vogue covers now are the epitome of style and beauty, with such illustrious photographers as Mario Testino, Annie Leibovitz, Steven Klein, and Patrick Demarchelier
photographing stars like Lady Gaga, Kirsten Dunst, and Kate Moss, celebrating female icons across modern culture.
Roses
Chamomile (Blank Lined Journal)
Footnotes from the World's Greatest Bookstores
30 Postcards from the Modern Quilt Guild
Magnum Magnum: the Postcards
Marimekko List Ledger

Marimekko List LedgerChronicle Books
The Art of Pixar
Palm Springs
Have a Little Pun
Colour in Hope Postcards
Animals! Matching Game
100 Postcards
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